For fourteen weeks during the fall of 2013, the residents and fellows of the psychiatry department at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School put their hard work, enthusiasm, and clinical experience into an innovative new training method: a collection of three practice exams covering the newest psychiatric diagnoses of the *DSM-5*.

Complete with seventy-five multiple choice questions and in-depth explanations, this comprehensive guide is now available for anyone to use. And whether you’re a medical student or a healthcare professional, it provides a simple and straightforward way to make sure you’re up to date on psychiatry’s most trusted and widely used clinical manual.

“Employing a question and annotated answer format, this book will facilitate understanding of the new criteria in a fun and digestible manner—I highly recommend it.”

Barbara Fadem, PhD,
Professor of Psychiatry
Author of *BRS Behavioral Science*, *High Yield Brain and Behavior*, and *Behavioral Science in Medicine*